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Nova Scotia spends less on young than any other province 
 
Premier McNeil primed the province for a “tough” budget in 2015.  “But he didn’t tell us his government 
would save the toughest treatment for younger citizens,” observes Dr. Paul Kershaw, a policy professor in 
the UBC School of Population Health.     
 
Dr. Kershaw studied the Nova Scotia budget, because no government reports its spending by age.  “We’re 
fixing this problem, explains Eric Swanson, Executive Director of Generation Squeeze, “by preparing for the 
first time ever in 2015 a complete set of age analyses for all provincial budgets.”   
 
The bulk of Nova Scotia spending goes to health care ($4.1 billion), early child development and grade 
school ($1.2 billion), postsecondary and other training ($0.7 billion), along with social services for persons 
with disabilities, seniors and families ($0.9 billion). Total spending in these areas is up slightly – by 0.7 per 
cent or $46 million – after adjusting for inflation.       
 
Accounting for demographic changes, Kershaw reports “all the new spending goes to those age 65+.”   
 
This will happen partly because another 6,200 citizens will age into the 65+ category, while the population 
under age 45 drops by 4,200.  But it’s not just demographics driving new spending.  So do government 
priorities.  The 2015 budget allocates approximately $13,460 to each of the 179,000 citizens age 65+, 
compared to $5,992 for each of the 478,500 people under 45.   
 
At these levels, Dr. Kershaw finds “Nova Scotia spends less on younger citizens than any other province.”  
 
Reporting this evidence is part of Generation Squeeze’s effort to build a national lobby for Canadians in 
their 40s and younger to match the important lobbying performed for decades by CARP on behalf of the 
population age 50+.  “By empowering our Gen Squeeze volunteer crowd in Halifax and elsewhere with this 
information,” Swanson observes, “we will adapt policy to ease the squeeze on younger Canadians so the 
country works once again for all generations.” 
 
While protecting spending for the aging population in its 2015 budget, the Nova Scotia government didn’t 
protect its cap on postsecondary tuition, which is already $3,300 higher than in 1976.  Nor did it fund a 
meaningful plan to grow child care spaces or bring down fees for the generation raising young kids.  The 
government made these age trade-offs even though younger citizens earn on average thousands of dollars 
less than in 1976 (after inflation) despite devoting years more to postsecondary, and must pay higher 
housing prices, larger student debts and child care fees that cost as much as university. 
 
“We don’t have to cut important services for seniors to escape such age trade-offs,” urges Kershaw.  “Other 
reallocations are possible, or we can listen to the recommendations of the Tax and Regulatory Review 
commissioned by the province from Laurel Broten in advance of the budget.  She recommends that Nova 
Scotia raise revenue less from income taxes and more from systems that put a price on pollution.”   
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